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Data Catalog Connector
for Product MDM

Accelerate your digital transformation journey
Establishing and growing a knowledge base to explain how to use your
data management system can be a monumental task. Your system is
configured to meet specific business requirements, and whether it’s
workflows, field names or properties, not knowing the purpose of an
object can slow you down and increase the time for new users to work
optimally. Stibo Systems’ Product Master Data Management (Product
MDM) solution offers a single and scalable data catalog, powered by an
external wiki system to maintain consistency across your product data,
support governance policies and establish a collaboration platform to
enhance configuration governance across your organization.

The right knowledge at your fingertips
To support efficient governance, it is key to have the right configuration
governance in place so that everyone in your organization can be
in sync, as well as trust and understand your product information.
Stibo Systems’ Product MDM solution now puts this information at
your users’ fingertips. The data catalog is powered by XWiki, an
advanced open-source enterprise wiki platform that focuses on content
collaboration. Using the data catalog helps users to clearly understand
key processes, such as configuration change requests, as well as the
business purpose of objects and attributes.

Key features
• Centralize documentation for configuration objects such as 		
workflows, user and user groups and attributes
• Use comments and other web features on the wiki pages’ 		
custom areas to collaborate between departments
• Create and update wiki page metadata area easily
• Search all content via the wiki typeahead search

Key benefits
• Describes how your system
works and how to use it
• Enables configuration 		
governance through wiki 		
integration and captures 		
metadata on system setup objects
• Documents the purpose of an
attribute, integration endpoints
or the process to request a 		
change to a workflow
• Collaborate and continuously
contribute additional information
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Improve collaboration and traceability across your enterprise
The underlying Wiki technology promotes collaboration by using embedded comments, notifications, hyperlinks
to intranet pages or multimedia plugins so users can keep up-to-date with any requests or changes in the wiki.
Furthermore, since seemingly small mistakes can turn into something critical later on, the data catalog also provides
the needed traceability to keep track of when changes were made and by whom.

Easily add and modify information to your wiki
Accessing the data catalog is straightforward. Launch the wiki directly from the Web UI, and easily search for content.
Once your wiki pages are in place, authorized users can also make the necessary changes and updates. In addtion, our
Product MDM solution can support many other third-party wikis, in the event your system already uses an enterpise-wide
wiki platform.

Access your wiki with just a
couple of clicks.

Maintain traceability and
accountability for any attribute.

Ensure accurate and current
data by easily editing any part
of your wiki.

For more information, visit stibosystems.com.

About Stibo Systems
Stibo Systems believes the future of business requires a Digital Business Core™ of operational data that is continuously shaped and
delivered to produce superior business outcomes. Stibo Systems is the driving force behind hundreds of forward-thinking companies
around the world who have unlocked the full value of their information; empowering business users to act with confidence in their data,
adapt quickly to changing market conditions and go beyond to anticipate what’s next. Stibo Systems is a privately held subsidiary of the
Stibo A/S group, originally founded in 1794. Its corporate headquarters is located in Aarhus, Denmark.
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